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Last

month you saw that I finished my kitchen floor painting project, and
this month I have taken on another major task to completion: building a retaining
wall in one
week! I did NOT
plan for, but it
just got added
on!

¯\_(ツ)_/¯

We had all
the grass in our
back yard removed
to fix our very
bumpy lawn, and I
only had 10 days
before new sod
was going in. I
had wanted to
extend the patio for an easier place to outdoor BBQ, but that meant I would have to
build a retaining wall because of the slope of the hill! So with only with 10 days to
YouTube and build a retaining wall AND level out the slope above where I wanted the
level of the grass, I ordered a delivery from home depot for the materials and sprung
to work!
It was a tedious and laborious task with endless wheel barrow trips of rocks and dirt,
but it turned into my gym, or real-life mindcraft. If you‟re a DIY-er and you‟ve never
built a wall before, it‟s a lot more particular than you might assume. Do your own DIY
research on YouTube, but these are the general steps:







Dig a 9” deep trench the length of the wall.
Fill with 3-6” of packed gravel, packing it down with water and some sand every 2” layer, also making sure it’s level with
a leveling tool.
Place the base level retaining stones, making it perfectly level across the entire length.
Gluing down the second blocks, making sure they are level as they go across.
Back-filling behind the wall with draining rocks before adding the next layer of blocks, until complete and glue the last
1-2 layers of blocks.

By the end
end-of-summer‟s
for the new sod
forcing me back

of one week, I was sore, but my muscles came back with vengeance, and an
tan in the middle of April! I got the wall finished „enough‟ just in time
to be put down and just before that cold wintery week suddenly came on,
indoors to recover physically and start taxes.

That night, I hosted an entertaining
Painting Party for my mailman‟s wife,
Christine at their darling farm house next
to an orchard field in Cowiche. The
husbands had their “beer share” in the back
shop, and fun lasted through the night!
Two weeks later I got to host another
party for a humorous & fun group of ladies
to celebrate their friendship-luncheon.

Now, I’m finishing this newsletter and
then I’m off to get ready for our yard sale
tomorrow!😱
Next month,
I‟ll share with
you my “orange
sticky note
solution,” that
I use to
organize &
declutter my
life!
To send in a pet photo or recipe,
go to: www.planetmegan.com and it may
featured in an upcoming newsletter.
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